
OFFICER DATE TIME DISCRIPTIONS/COMMENTS

R. Diaz 05/01/2021 2145 5 young males walking in the middle of Third Street

2300 Silver Toyota Prius parked in the Windmill parking lot - unoccupied

0100 Conducted foot patrol of downtown businesses, all buildings secure

0114 Checked gates and front doors at Elementary school. Found one door unlocked. When I opened the door the alarm 

sounded. No further action taken

0145 Two young women parked in front of Inaka's facing in the wrong direction. I informed them of the one way and they 

immediately moved the vehicle.

R. Diaz 05/02/2021 1900 Daisy's and Una Mass opened. 

2230 Two pedestrians walking dogs in Mission field, no contact made

2300

While fueling patrol vehicle at Valero, observed a Blue semi entered City on Monterey Street. Could not get information

R. Diaz 05/03/2021 1900  Una Mass is open, all other downtown businesses are closed 

1930 Observed two motorcycles run stop sign at Monterey and Muckelemi. Could not get licenses plates

2130 Daisy's is open, all other downtown businesses are closed. Two vehicles parked in cemetery. As I approached, both 

vehicles left.

2230 Daisy's now closed. Observed Fredrick walking dog at Mission

2330 Two vehicles with occupants side by side at the Windmill. No suspicious activity observed

0230 Green Honda Element CA LIC# 8EHP102, parked behind Valero, occupied by one HMA

R. Diaz 05/04/2021 1900 Arriving into San Juan observed two vehicles run stop sign at Monterey and Muckelemi

2800 Daisy's and Una Mass opened. 

2010 Grass area at Mission occupied by multiple people

2025 several kids playing basketball in roadway at Rancho Vista

2200 Green Honda sedan parked in library parking lot unoccupied

2020 Read Toyota Tacoma parked in Windmill parking lot unoccupied

0000 Observed two hitchhikers at Windmill passing through town

0100 Green mini cooper parked on Second near Ranger Station, occupied by one

0300 White work truck ran red light by windmill. Could not get plate number

R. Diaz 05/05/2021 1900 Una Mass is closed, Daisy's is open

1945 4 teenagers walking around Mission Hallway, no contact mad

2030 Una Mass now open

2045 5 people walking in hallway in front of Mission

2100 Several people in Jim West Park

2000 Blue Dodge Neon, AV20505, parked in front of public works on Second street, with light on,

0100 2 occupied vehicle parked on Third Street with the lights on

0200 Observed Tyler jogging through town

0330 Observed semi with Trailer leaving Windmill

R. Diaz 05/06/2021 1900 Una Mass and Daisy's open. No suspicious activity to report

T. Jordan 05/07/2021 1900 Observed gray F250 CA Lice # 65236W2 and Tan Lexus sedan CA Lice # 8DOC789 parked in front of 1101 Trial Side, backed 

into cul-de-sac

2144 Grey Mazda SUV CA Lice #7XHN944 parked facing forward to cul-de-sac

2256 White Kia Sole OR Lice # 007MJM Parked overnight in Windmill lights with lights on

257 Grey 150 CA Lice # 66061T1 Parked unoccupied overnight in Windmill

05/08/2021 1920 Observed semi with Trailer Lice # 4MW6294 turning on Muckelemi from Monterey - Road Kings Express

2145 Green Toyota minivan CA Lice# 4KLL142 double parked at SJB school, unoccupied

2000 Grey Ford Hatch Lice # 6UYT420 and Black Toyota Tundra CA Lice # 8K09413 pulled forward to curb in front of 67 Franklin 

Cir

2010 Tan Toyota Corolla Lice # 4YGK807 occupied by 1 parked in cemetery after dusk Female occupant stated she was visiting 

her mother, I informed her of the rules, no further action taken

2030 Grey Honda CA Lice# 7PJC342 parked backup in to curb in front of 201 Copper Leaf

2150 Observed approximately 8 juveniles in Verutti Park advised them of the rules and they all walked home

2201

Observed green sedan parked in dirt lot at soccer field, driver stated he was taking a break driving home from Santa Cruz

2340
Observed red Chevy pickup parked in the intersection of San Jose and First, as I approached the vehicle it pulled forward 

and parked on Second street in front of public works. I recognized the driver as Rich Brown there was also a Silver Chevy 

Van CA Lice # 8TOK493 parked in handicap spot in front of the Community Center. Vehicle had a hose running from inside 

the van to the water spigot. Rich Brown got out of his vehicle and made contact with the occupants of the other vehicle. 

Rich then got on the phone with SBCSO dispatch and asked for Deputies to respond. He then ran both occupants out. I 

explained to both occupants that there was free water available at the fire station . Two deputies later arrived and Rich 

left the  area. I explained to the Deputies what was going on and they asked what I wanted to have done. I stated nothing 

at this time. Deputies then made contact with van occupants. The male then rolled up his hose and left the area. No 

further action.
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0245 Observed Daisy's still open with occupants inside

2502 Observed multiple glass beer bottles broken along Second Street

310 Daisy's is now closed

R. Diaz 05/09/2021 1900 Daisy's and Una Mass open and serving

2100 Una Mass is now closed

2110 Checked front doors and gates at SJ School. all secure

2200 Observed I male and 1 female arguing in front of their car. They both got into the vehicle. no action taken

2230 Observed Fredrick walking his dog on 2nd street

2300 Observed a Cresco water truck filling up from hydrant at cemetery. LIC # obstructed

1200 White Chevy truck parked in all spaces in front of Valero occupied by 1. occupant is on his phone

0300 White van driving at high rate of speed down 1st street. could not safely get lice#

R. Diaz 05/10/2021 1700 ulna mass closed and daisies open

2045 Flagged down in front of daisies. I was informed that an individual was just kicked out from the bar and was 

uncooperative. I observed a HMA running down 2nd street then jump the fence into the state historic motel. I asked him 

what he was doing. He stated that he was running from someone. I contacted SBCSO dispatch @2048. 2107 A deputy 

arrived and I informed him of the situation. subject was UTL. 

2200 Daisy's now closed

2300 2 vehicles parked next to each other in windmill parking lot. 

2315 Observed Tyler jogging through town

0200 Observed a Grey Honda leaving the cemetery. Unable to get plate #. Patrolled the cemetery. All clear. 

0300 Observed a green Dodge Pickup parked unoccupied in the windmill lot overnight

R. Diaz 05/11/2021 1900 Una Mass and Daisy's open. 

1930 multiple people in cemetery

1945 Several people on mission lawn eating and drinking what appears to be beer. No action taken

2030 Silver dodge truck ran the stop sign on 3rd St. in rancho vista. Unable to get plate #

2130 2 vehicles parked in the Valero parking lot occupants were acting suspicious. Vehicles left upon my arrival. 

2300 Daisy's closed. 2 people appear to be arguing on the corner of 4th and Washington. Subjects went into an apartment 

when hey saw me

0200 Observed 2 males in dark clothing walking down 2nd street. lost visual shortly after.

300 White work truck ran stop sign in rancho. Unable to get Plate #

T. Jordan 05/12/2021 1850
observed a Water truck CA LIC# 28869B2 filling up at the hydrant by the cemetery with no meter. Made contact with the 

operator. Subjects name is Chris. He stated that someone removed the meter. I explained to him that the meter was 

registered to Sunny slope Water District and this is the city of san Juan bautista and the city removed the meter. Chris 

stated he worked for Teichert and was doing highway construction on 101. I stated that he or his supervisor needed to 

contact the city about water usage. I then attempted to contact Rich Brown to see if any action needed to be taken but 

was un successful. I then Contacted City Manager Reynolds and informed him about the situation. Mr. Reynolds stated to 

let them go and no action needed to be taken because rich was supposed to be handling it. Rich Brown later called me 

and stated that Teichert management was already contacted and if the water truck returns to contact SBCSO.

1920 observed a pallet (36 containers) of chemicals stacked in the driveway of 1136 3rd St.

2004 Observed 2 males walking in the grass lot in between San Jose St. and the mission school. the males then disappeared 

behind the school property

2008 Observed 2 Females and 1 male behind the property of Casa Maria. They then walked down and continued down 2nd 

street.

2054 Observed a semi truck CA LIC#XP88755 enter town on Monterey street. I spoke with the driver and informed him of the 

rules. He stated that he was lost and was going to true leaf farms. I explained the rules then gave him proper direction to 

his destination avoiding the city streets. 

2106 White Honda sedan CA LIC# 8TKZ879 parked up at the water tower. Vehicle left the area at a high rate of speed upon ,y 

arrival

2107

Observed a red Dodge Charger CA LIC# 8RKD173 Parked under the Bridge on Washington St with the vehicle running. I 

made contact with the driver (HMA) he stated he was waiting for his friend so he can follow to his house. 

2120

Observed a Black Hyundai CA LIC# 8UAY972 parked by the donation bins at SJ School. Observed solo male in the back seat 

of vehicle. he exited the vehicle and came to my window. I asked what he was doing and he stated "Sexual stuff". I 

informed him that a school was not the best place to do that and he needed to leave the area. he complied

2145 Observed a White SUV CA LIC# 4VZA440 parked in the school parking lot. Female in the driver seat and a male with 

flashlight appeared to be looking for something on the ground. The male subject stated that earlier he was walking his 

dog and lost his vape pen.

0107 Silver Hyundai Elantra CA LIC# 8JVJ068 parked overnight unoccupied in the windmill parking lot. 

0108 White Ford sedan CA LIC# 8JET596 Parked unoccupied overnight in the windmill parking lot

T. Jordan 05/13/2021 1945 Observed a White semi CA LIC# 9F71681 parked in the Valero parking lot
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2021 Observed a White semi CA LIC#XP00953 Ramirez Family Trucking enter the city from Monterey St. the driver stated that 

Hwy 129 is closed. I gave him proper directions to Taylor Farms avoiding city streets.

2132

Silver Toyota CA LIC# 8AHE190. Ran Stop sign at Franklin and second and continued down 2nd at high rate of speed. 

2208 Observed Black BMW CA LIC#7RBZ248 Driving down 4th St. at a high rate of speed. The vehicles high beams were flashing 

so I slowed down the vehicle then passed me on the left running the stop sign at washing ton. The vehicle then took a 

right on Franklin St.. lost visual at that point. 

2228

Approx 8 Juveniles were in the park on 2nd street. I started to make contact when a White male adult got out of his 

vehicle and started to question me about why I was talking to the kids. I told him to stay out of my business and not tell 

me how to do my job. the subjects attitude started to escalate and at that point the kids left the area so I drove away. 

2300 Observed a Semi truck  LIC# XP4007 driving down 2nd St.. he was headed to coke farms. The trucker then continued thru 

the city. 

2302 Semi truck parked overnight in the VFW Parking lot. LIC# 9F19061 local delivery

2319 Observed approx 6 kids walking down The Alameda

R. Diaz 05/14/2021 1900 Una Mass and Daisy's open. 

2044

Black Dodge Pickup CA LIC#8N57273 Driving erratically through town sitting out the windows yelling obscenities. 

Informed SBCSO Deputy K. Burly. He stated that he will go to town and see if he can observe the vehicle. 

2100 the dodge truck is parked on Polk street near fifth. Every time I drive by they yell out "the N word" at me. 

2200 Green Honda Observed at the cemetery. Vehicle left the area upon my arrival. 

2300 3 Teenage males taking food out of the free pantry by post office

2338 Arial Fireworks near daisy's. Several people standing outside watching

0000 the black dodge is now parked in the windmill parking lot occupies X2. 

0200 both bars now closed. Approx 8 people standing outside Daisy's being very loud. No contact made. 

R. Diaz 1900 Una Mass and Daisy's open. 

2100 Large event at mission appears to be ending. Several people walking in the area

2235 Observed Black crown Vic doing donuts in the parking lot of san Juan school. called SBCSO Dispatch@2238. See attached 

report

0030 Male and Female sitting on grass at mission

0045 Observed 2 vehicles parked in windmill acting suspicious. There drivers are handing unknown items back and forth. 

Vehicles then left the area. 

0130 Spoke with Deputy Burley about the crown vic. SBCSO REPORT# BG-21-00614

0230

Una mass and Daisy's now closed. 5 people standing out front of Una mass and 2 people sitting at bar in Daisy's

R. Diaz 05/16/2021 1900 Daisy's open. Large event at Jardines. Multiple people downtown

2000 2 people laying on the grass at the mission

2100 Daisy's is now closed

2119 2 vehicles parked in the cemetery with the lights on. Vehicles left upon my arrival

2200 observed an man urinating on the corner of Washington and 3rd

0100 observed a dodge pickup parked at the windmill. A grey Honda drove up and handed over a package then both vehicles 

left. 

0200 observed a motorcycle run the stop signs down Monterey street. 

R. Diaz 05/17/2021 1900 Daisy's open and Una mass is closed. Multiple people outside Dona esthers 

2000 4 motorcycles ran stop signs down 3rd street leaving Daisy's. 

2045 vehicle parked at the cemetery. Vehicle left upon my arrival

2100

observed a large dust cloud at the dirt area at SJ school. Blue Chrysler 300 observed leaving the school parking lot. 

2200 5 people walking in hallway in front of Mission

2300 2 persons walking dogs on 4th street. 

2315 multiple "Fast and furious type cars" parked in the windmill parking lot. 

0100 Semi with trailer parked by the SJ school. I respectfully informed him of the no parking signs

0200 Observed a White Nissan Versa CA LIC# 8HND931 parked in the Valero lot with a flat tire

0300 Grey VW Jetta CA LIC# 5EQ689 unoccupied in the windmill lot

0320 unoccupied White BMW parked at the bathrooms by the soccer field

R. Diaz 05/18/2021 1900 Una mass closed and daisy's open

2000 large Group of people taking pictures at the mission

2200 Black Mercedes, Green Mustang and Black Dodge pickup with "pemex" sticker exchanging packages in the windmill lot. 

Unable to get plate numbers. 

R. Diaz 05/19/2021 1900 Una mass closed and daisy's open

2000 Several people walking on 2nd near mission
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2100

3 people yelling and appears to be arguing in front of Dona Esthers. They all got into different vehicles upon my arrival

2300 a woman is ridding a kids electric motorcycle down 3rd St.. she stopped at the ATM. Nothing further

0300 TDI semi truck made u-turn and left town at intersection of Monterey/Muckelemi/ 156

R. Diaz 05/19/2021 2000 3 HMA going thru peoples trash cans collecting recycles all thru town

2100 Gold Volvo parked in lot at Valero with hood up. Observed a green Rav-4 CA LIC#7VFH571 pull up to the Volvo and 

handed the driver a package. Immediately the Rav-4 left the area and the driver of the Volvo put package in vehicle then 

put down his hood then left the area. 

2200 Red Chevy Tahoe drove down from the cemetery then parked in the Valero lot and started to pour out beer on the 

ground.

2338 White Chevy Truck parked in the windmill parking lot. Vehicle immediately left upon my arrival

0030 Silver VW Jetta CA LIC# 5EQE689 with for sale signs and Silver Hyundai CA LIC# 8JVJ068 parked unoccupied overnight in 

the Windmill parking lot

0200 Woman BBQing outside residence on Polk

0300 White male urinating between cars on 6th St..

T. Jordan 05/21/2021 2040 Observed a downed tree on 2nd street near san Jose St.. partially blocking roadway and covering a Fire Hydrant. I 

contacted Code Enforcement officer R. Brown to ask who I needed to contact. Brown was on duty and met me at the 

tree. Brown stated that the tree belonged to the mission and he would contact the responsible party to have it removed. 

No further action taken by Level 1.  

2151 White Chevy Truck CA LIC#25009E3 backed up to curb blocking roadway at the end of Cedar Ct.

0116 Observed a Semi Truck LIC# XP17069 Arvendi Trucking Inc. Driving down 4th St From HWY 156. Driver stated that he was 

trying to get to Church Brothers. I directed them to Monterey street back on the hwy and go around town after 

explaining the rules. 

0124 312 6th St. Black Honda Fit CA LIC#6SCC446 interior lights left on

0127

White and brown old dodge Camper parked at the end of Polk street near 7th. CA LIC#2TBF728. Camper is occupied

0130 White Chevy Truck CA LIC# 66046L2 with a boat on trailer LIC# AU49Z95 Parked at the end of Washington near Lang St.. 

(documented boat Per R. Brown)

0132 Grey Toyota Tundra CA LIC# 8K09413 and a ford Hatch CA LIC#6UYT420 parked with front tires to curb in front of 67 

Franklin Cir. 

0133 White Chevy Truck CA LIC#6P96587 parked in front of 81 Franklin cir facing the wrong direction

0134 Observed House on Franklin Cir. with 2 addresses on the side 73 and 85

T. Jordan 05/22/2021 2011 Observed a red semi truck CA LIC# XP89271 Driving on 1st St. from Monterey. 

2142

Trailer parked in front of 600 2nd Street full of fruit tree trimming. As I approached the trailer I observed 2 Females 

coming out of the trailer with handfuls of fruit. They continued done 2nd street in the direction of Monterey

0305 Observed a Blue Chevy Truck CA LIC#74772L2 parked overnight in the windmill parking lot. Truck is lifted, Unknown 

aboard

0305 White Jeep Renegade CA LIC# 8MXB973 parked overnight in the windmill parking lot unoccupied

T. Jordan 05/23/2021 2059 8 Kids walking down the Alameda in the direction of HWY 156

T. Jordan / 

D. Jackson

05/24/2021 1925

Multiple kids playing in the park on 2nd and San Jose

1940

White and brown old dodge Camper parked at the end of Polk street near 7th. CA LIC#2TBF728. Camper is occupied

2144 Observed the street light is out on the corner of Copperleaf and Cedar St.

2252 Observed a white Box truck drive down 3rd to Muckelemi to HWY 156 driving thru without stopping at signs at a high rate 

of speed. Could not safely get truck information

2300 Grey Ford F-250 CA LIC#39828S1 parked with rear tires to curb in front of 1101 Trailside 

0133

Conducted a foot patrol of downtown businesses. Found the front door to 404 3rd street unlocked. I opened door and 

called out for anyone inside. After no response I locked the knob from the inside and secured the building. 

0256 White Toyota Tacoma CA LIC# 73817J1 Driving the wrong direction down 3rd. 

0323 Observed Door to Room # K12 at San Juan School. Door appears to be propped open with a rag. No way to secure door it 

is behind a locked gate. Took photos. 

D. Jackson 05/25/2021 2236 Street light out by nino real estate sign on 3rd

2240 All businesses in the city now closed

0135 Conducted a foot patrol of all downtown businesses. All buildings secure

315 White Toyota 4 runner CA LIC#4YKM346 parked in windmill parking lot. There are 2 people with cameras documenting 

the blood moon. 

D. Jackson 05/26/2021 1900 White van parked under the bridge on Washington St.. CA LIC#7YKE045

2000 Observed a White Buick parked on Muckelemi St. before the Valero. Vehicle has a chicken inside. 

0115 Conducted foot patrol of downtown businesses, all buildings secure
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0145

Observed 2 kids on bikes ridding around town being loud. I asked them to lower the volume and they complied. 

0235 Observed a red semi truck run the red light on hwy 156 as I was about to enter the intersection to cross over towards 

copperleaf. 

R. Diaz 05/27/2021 1900 Una mass closed and daisy's open

1925 people gathering and taking pictures on mission grass

2115 3 Vehicles parked in the San Juan School parking lot. They all left upon my arrival

2230 Daisy's is now closed. 

2245 Observed a woman screaming and being loud then laughing walking down Washington St. no danger observed in the 

area. no contact made

2330 Observed a Green Toyota Camry UKN plates parked with parking lights on in the cemetery. Vehicle drove away as I 

approached. 

0130 2 trucks parked occupied by 1 each in the windmill lot. I observed a hand to hand exchange. Unknown what was 

exchanged. 

0230 White work truck Ran stop sign on 3rd in rancho vista

0330 WMA jogging on 2nd street and a woman is walking her dog down Monterey

R. Diaz 05/28/2021 2000 2 men in dark clothes wearing masks. One man had a black tool bag. Nothing further. 

2020 White van parked opposite direction on Caetano Pl. 

2120 Silver Ford Escape CA LIC# 6MGF682 drove down wrong direction on the one way turning head on with me. I advised 

them that this was a one way. They turned around and went the correct direction

2200 man with white shirt and black pants walking from 3rd onto Muckelemi with a red chair in his hands

2240 VW Atlas parked with front tires facing the curb in front of 67 Franklin Cir. 

2330 Approx 8 people in Una mass parklet yelling obscenities at me every time I drive by. 

0018 Silver Honda Fit occupied X1 parked in the school lot with 1 male urinating near tree. 

0100

Flagged down by female. She stated her boyfriend was beat up by 4 males then chased out of the bar. He is bleeding from 

his head and face. As I was talking to her I flagged down deputy Burley and informed him of the situation. He gathered 

information from the couple and they self transported to HHH. K.Burley then made contact with the suspected 

individuals that were involved in the fight. No further action taken from Level 1. 

0145 All businesses in the city now closed

R. Diaz 05/28/2021 1900 Downtown area full of people. All bars are open and serving

1930 White Honda van parked wrong direction on Caetano Pl. 

2030

White Bow ran stop signs on Washington thru 3rd and 4th. Then 3 motorcycles ran the stop sign on 3rd thru Washington

2200 Observed a young Female appears to be confused walking down 2nd black hoodie blue jeans

2215 observed the same female walking down 4th. She looks confused. 

2245 Volvo semi truck driving down 2nd

2300 1197 vista way garage door left open no lights on in garage or house

2345 I was parked in the Valero and the confused looking girl approached my patrol vehicle. she asked me if I had a metal 

detector. I told her no. she stated that she needed help finding an artifact that she had previously buried in the cemetery. 

I advised her that the cemetery was closed at dark. 

0045 made contact with SBCSO and informed them of the confused female. They picked her up near the stop sign on Monterey 

and Muckelemi. 

0230 Daisy's is now closed. All patrons leaving Motorcycles ran stop signs leaving town

0240 Fuel delivery semi at Valero. (local Delivery)

R. Diaz 05/30/2021 1900 Una Mass and Daisy's open 

2000 Motor home parked in dirt lot at San Juan School. 

2110 White Kia Sorrento parked by water tower occupied X2. vehicle left shortly after I arrived. 

2200 Una Mass is now closed. Black Chevy truck driving down 3rd at high rate of speed leaving daisy's. Vehicle ran stop sign at 

3rd and Polk. Could not safely get plate #

2215 2 vehicles drove around cemetery did not stop then left the area

2316 Grey Mustang unoccupied parked in VFW overnight. CA DV Plate # 63853

0000 Grey Toyota Tundra CA LIC# 8K09413, grey ford Hatch CA LIC#6UYT420 and Black VW Atlas CA LIC# 8UNU435parked with 

front tires to curb in front of 67 Franklin Cir. 

0015 Parked at VFW. Observed a Grey Mustang occupied X2 pulled up to a fuel pump in Valero. Vehicle was parked there for a 

while then left the area without getting fuel. 

0150 Valero bathroom door is now open. No visible signs of forced entry or vandalism. Closed door. 

0300 Blue Honda Accord CA LIC# 5TNR663 parked unoccupied in windmill with trunk open and window down. No persons in 

the area. 

R. Diaz 05/31/2021 1900 Una mass closed and daisy's open

1930 Multiple vehicles and persons occupying the cemetery. 
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2000

observed 2 vehicles enter the school parking lot and make a hand to hand exchange then immediately leave the area. 

2200 Observed Fire Station Roll up door open. No persons or fire personnel in the area. Contacted R. Brown Code Enforcement 

to inform knowing he was on duty in the city but no answer. 

2230 Daisy's is now closed. Observed a white jeep leaving the bar area run the stop sign at 3rd and Polk. Could not safely get 

plate info. 

0018 Blue Honda CA LIC# 5TNR663 and Silver Hyundai Elantra CA LIC# 8JVJ068 parked unoccupied overnight in the windmill 

parking lot. 


